In anterior myocardial infarction, frequency domain is better than time domain analysis of the signal-averaged ECG for identifying patients at risk for sustained ventricular tachycardia.
Low amplitude signals at the end of the QRS in patients with prior myocardial infarction (MI) are related to fragmentation of the electrical impulse in ventricular myocardium and are known to correlate with an increased risk of sustained ventricular tachycardia (VT). We hypothesized that in patients with anterior MI (AMI), earlier activation of the damaged anterior wall would cause an earlier fragmentation of the signal-averaged ECG (SAECG) signal, making conventional time domain analysis of late potentials difficult. We performed SAECG in 213 patients (62 with AMI and 58 with inferior MI [IMI]). Fifty-seven had prior sustained VT; 23 with AMI and 24 with IMI. We examined the standard time domain SAECG parameters including the duration of the filtered QRS (40-250 Hz), the duration of the late QRS < 40 microV, and the root mean square amplitude of the last 40 msec of the QRS. We also examined the power law scaling (PLS) in the frequency domain. Receiver operating characteristic curve analysis of a discriminant function demonstrated significant differences for PLS as compared to time domain indices. An important finding was the significance of MI locus in the time domain indices. PLS did not exhibit this dependence. These data suggest that the usual indices are insufficient for identifying AMI patients at risk of VT. PLS, on the other hand, is valuable regardless of MI location.